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ABSTRACT
The disparity between the roles of the university as

active irresponsible agent of exponential technology changes and
nonresponsible agents of linear ideological change has become the
basic issue in campus confrontations over relevance and the
consequent need for university governance reforms. From case studies
of governance reform ventures at Toronto, Cornell, and Syracuse, one
conclusion and three hypotheses can be drawn that merit further
testing as universities accept the challenge of attempting to
discover ways of becoming responsible change agents and agents of
governance reform. (Author)
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a) Research from divergent sources challenges universities to discover
ways of: a) becoming respodsible agents of both technological and ideo-r.-4

VIO logical change, b) maximizing educational processes aver political power
CT plays in formulating goals and policies and c) structuring governance so
CO off- and on-campus nonstituencie.3 may be appropriately represented in
(:) determining the universities' Tole as a change agent.

C7.3 Toffler,
1

the Meadows,
2
et al., Boorstin3 and others document ex-Ili potential rates of technological change. In 1920, many natural resouroes

believed necessary for industrial society were estimated to be adequate
for 300 years. It is now predicted that at the present rate of increase
in per capita use many resources will be depleted within a quarter of a
century (see Table 4, from Meadows). Indeed many crucial resources would
be depleted immediately if China, India, Africa and South America began
to use resources at per capita rates in the U.S.A., Russia, Japan or
West Germany.

Limits to Growth
2
predicted in 1972 that known petroleum resources

would be depleted by exponential increase in use by 1994. Quite aside
from the Arab Israeli question and oil as a pay off in the power play,
pacing the pumping and export of oil by the Mid-East countries may be
more enlightened self and world interest than meeting the accelerated
energy needs of the Big 4 Nations.

Pure and applie4 science and preparation of scientific personnel
has made the universl.- an active, dynamic fountainhead of technological
industrial societies now changing at exponential rates. But the Uni-
versity has tended to be an irresponsible technological change agent
because it is a non-responsible agent of ideological change. Succinct-
ly stated) scientism has made the university an inescapable agent of
technological change while causing it to escape being an agent of ideo-
logical change. Science creates %hate" and dhows.' Ideological value
orientations ask for what." Science creates the tools and the time
schedules. Values determine the directions and destinations. Science
has emphasized the former, tended to ignore or deprecate the latter.
Consequently the University is like a ship at sea filled with increas-
ing knowledge andknow how but leaving the ports of call to chance and
eo it is with the society it creates or "serves."

Throughout 699 of the 700 lifetimes of 70 yore each of the 49,000
year history of men technological change has been uneven but baeically:
lineav:, Change has been OW e.rlough'.0 provide time tOlouild in
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correctives. Even so families and nations (Rome and Alexandria) have
not learned to live condkuctively with affluence and leisure for
more than a few generations.

With current acceleration in exponential rates of technological
change, mankind faces the inescapable question: Can need for correc-
tives be anticipated and can correctives be discovered soon enough to
avoid disaster?

U. Thant in his farewell address to the United Nations General
Assembly expressed his concern.

"I do not wish to seem overdramatic, but I can only con-
clude from the information that is available to me as Secre-
tary-General, that the Members of the United Nations have
perhaps ten years left in which to subordinate their ancient
quarrels and launch a global partnership to curb the arms
race, to improve the human environment, to defuse the popula-
tion explosion, and to supply the required momentum to develop-
ment efforts. If such a global partnership is not forged with-
in the next decade, then I very much fear that the problems I
have mentioned will have reached such staggering proportions
that they will be beyond our capacity to control."

Research supporting the hypothesio that the University is a con-
sciously non-responsible agent of ideological change is not as clear as
that identifying its role in technological change. But it is substan-
tial. Scientists have come through a half century of prolonged adoles-
cent effort to disassociate themselves from their disciplinary ancestor- -
philosophy. And this stance has spread to the social sciences and human-
ities. Just as many scientists "ran out" on Dr. Robert Oppenheimer when
he became concerned about the value consequences of nuclear fission and
many historians became critical of Arnold Toynbee4 when he decided that
it wasn't enough to "back into the future" and ventured to become pro-
phetic in light of his historical insights so the current philosopher is
like* to be suspect unless he is a logical analyst.

We §hould not be surprised then that the review of values stud es
by Jacob and more recent reports by Sanford, Newcomb? and Rokeach°
show professors and curricula to have little influence on students' value
orientations; that most value changes wrile in college are -the results of
student interactions, societal pressufWand a close relationship with a
few professors who with their students, continuously seek answers to the
question "for what?"

During most of man's history, he was under or in nature. Now that
man is over nature in some identifiable ways, man created disturbances
of his microcosm and possibly his macrocosm must also be man corrected.
This suddenly becomes a terribly complex problem and reSponsibility.
Much drive and genius went into the creation of the technology that now
disturbs the balance. It will take more drive, genius and self-discipline
to restore or keep a man-over-nature macrocosm in balance.



After a half century of conscious disregard for values and value
consequences of scholarship, how long will it take for scholars to
reconsider and accept responsibilities that have always been attend-
ant on their freedoms? Will administrators encourage them? Will
students wait patiently for this kind of relevance? Will community
constituencies tolerate it, if ways are discovered whereby the uni-
versity becomes a responsible agent of ideological and technological
change challenging traditions of the economy, government and cultures?

Resistence, however, will come first from within and it will not
be limited- o scientists. While recruiting faculty for a new Inter-
national Christian University in Japan, I asked some thirty philoso-
phers: "What should be the purposes of an introductory course in
philosophy that all students are urged to take?" The response was
forthright, uniform and valid. "To acquaint students with concepts
of reality and value constructs of the worlds great philosophers."
When I asked: "How about helping each student begin the life long
process of clarifying, defining and revising his own concepts of
reality and the values that would tend to shape the ends and means
of his own life?" Responses were hesitant, vague, diffuse, and uni-
formly evasive. "That is an interesting idea." It would be diffi-
cult." "I have never tried it." "I'm not prepared for it.". "I
really feel I shouldn't do that to students." "It is beyond the re-
sponsibility of the philosophy teacher and of the university."

A challenging question is raised here. _Are responsibilities of
education fulfilled when students know some thi :s and somebodies or
should education also help them to become something and somebody?
Not a prototype of the professor but, to use White's9 words: ". .

uniquely competent individuals."

Increased discrepancy between exponential rates of technological
change and the linear rates of ideological change is shown schematical-
ly in Diagram 1. The greater the gap between these rates of change the
greater the following dilemmas:

a) Technology helps us to live longer but doesn't deal with
why we should live longer,

b) Technology develops more labor saving machines and auto-
mated production of labor saving machines without dealing
with consequent issues of unemployment, featherbedding,
traditional work ethics,

c) Technology provides more energy and tools but doesn't
deal with whether they will be used to "shape a beauti-
ful cathedral or crush a skull,"

d) Technology increases the speed and reach of communication
but it does not put nws into perspective.

e) Technology increases polliitiOn at exponential rates with
out asking about the capability of coping with its

f) Science discovers genetic - determinants but does not pro-
vide criteria for their uses

g) Science and technology produce varieties Of change at ex-
ponential rates with indifference to man's capability of
coping with them.
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Universities have been more effective in creating than in solving
these dilemmas.

It is the thesis of this, paper that neither professors (scientists
or non-scientists) as individuals nor the University as an institution
can continue to ignore the value consequences of technological change
or abdicate responsibility for the value consequence of education in
genera1.2 To do so is to seriously hazard institutional and societal
suicide.

The alternative is not inviting. It is difficult -- filled with
hazards. The University should not decide how a professor or depart-
ment is to be a responsible went of social'change. But its professors
individually and collectively can always be in the process of trying to
discover ways in which they can be responsible change agents. The Uni-
versity cannot legislate this procees but it should generate a climate
that encourages faculty and students and indeed all of its constituen-
cies to learn something useful about it.

Troyer 1 ° in case studies of ventures in governance reform at
Toronto, Cornell and Syracuse universities and in the review of the
literature on campus confrontations developed a pervasive conclusion
and four hypotheses believed relevant to this discovery process and a
correlative need for governance reform.

The Conclusion

The Role of the University as a change agent was central to all
stated reasons for campus confrontations during the past decade.

Universal opportunity for higher education.
Minority representation in the student body, faculty,
administration and trustees.
Academic programs for minorities.
Rapid institutional growth, automation and depersonal-
ization..
Autonomous versus cooperative roles in policy making
coeducational dormitories.
Campus security.
Hidden roles of the university in the Vietnam War.
Classified research contracts.
University investment policies.
On-campus placement interviews.

Hypotheses

1. Bias reduction should be an important and pervasive goal of educa-
tion.

. The climate for formulating University goals and policies cAould



foster bias reduction. Maximizing power plays -- the power
of numbers, muscle, decibels and position -- tends to reduce
the angle of vision, nurture bias, erode respect between and
within constituencies and lower the level of achievable con-
sensus. Maximizing research and educational processes in
shaping goals and policies tends to increase the angle of
vision, reduce bias, foster respect between and within con-
stituencies and raise the level of consensus.

3. A clear and inescapable mandate for governance reform may
make maximizing education processes visibly necessary.

4. A central ultimate goal and policy making agency regarding
the university's role as a change agent, should consist of
representatives, of all on- and off-campus constituencies.

Taking these hypotheses in reverse order, their derivation is as
follows. When off-campus constituencies (trustees) unilaterally seek
to determine the role of the University as an agent of technological
and social change they interfere with the freedom and creativity of
faculty, students and administration. Unilateral decisions by on-
campus constituencies is taxation without representation. Structure
of governance 10, 11, 12 caste on-campus constituencies (faculty and
students) and off-campus constituencies (Regents) in adversary roles.
Acting in parallel but with over-lapping role perceptions, consti-
tuencies are predisposed to failure in effectively resolving issues
relative to the University as a responsible change agent. A free
University in a free society ought to be supportive to democratic
goals and, therefore, ought to exemplify efforts to practice and per-
fect democratic processes and structure in its governance.

A small Commission on University Governance at Toronto had a man-
date from all constituencies to produce the substance for a new act of
parliament to replace the act of 1906 that defined responsibilities and
composition of its governing board. It was the inescapability from this
mandate that caused the Commission after 10 weeks of bitter "niggling"
and "power plays" to start studying the issues, hold 50 hearings) enter-
tain 108 briefs, formulate 107 recommendations that provided the substance
for 15 resolutions that enabled a University-wide Committee (160 on- and
off-campus representatives) to rise above political power plays and rec-
ommend the substance of a new act to the Toronto Parliament. It should
be noted that while maximizing educational processes for another 22 weeks
the small Commission became an ecclesia with great respect between in-
dividuals even to the point of agreeing on parity representation between
off-campus, faculty and student constituencies on the Governance Council.

The mandate at Cornell was more intense (traumatic) but not so clearly



focused. A 300 member representative Constituent Assembly, highly ad-
versary oriented, was still dissipating time and energy in procedural
power plays five months after it was established. It was then that a
small core representative group, maximizing educational processes;
placed the issues in perspective, proposed a new University Senate on
Campus Life and addition of representatives from campus constituencies
on the Board of Trustees.

The Syracuse venture in governance reform came neither from a
clear mandate of all constituencies or a traumatic campus incident.
A newly reorganized Senate with half of its membership from the facul-
ty and a fourth each from students and administration was finding its
agenda jammed because of power play tactics. Policies eventually de-
cided by small majorities placed responsibility on administration to
resolve conflicts in policy with trustees acting in parallel with the
Senate but with over-lapping role perception. Pressure from a student
government with vigorous leadership and from a substantial faculty
minority sponsored a referendum that approved a venture in governance
reform. There was no consensus between or within constituencies as
to the purpose of the venture.

A 300 member representative Governance Assembly was established.
It too bogged down in procedural power plays. A due date target of
six months was revised to 12, 18 and finally 24 months. Quorums were
revised downward, eventually to 25%. The proposed governance struc-
ture eventually approved by the Assembly was rejected by all but the
students in constituency referendums.

These case studies indicate the importance of the educational
processes (the universities stock-in-trade) in policy making during
a period when visibility of campus power plays was eroding the cred-
ibility of universities.

If data and conclusions of U. Thant (See Appendix C)) Meadows,
Boorstin, Toffler and others are substantially valid, society in
general and Universities in particular have a clear mandate -- with
time running out -- to discover ways of becoming responsible change
agents -- technological and social. This means discovering a sense
of direction. Clarifying, testing and tempering value orientations
is inescapable. Our Universities have followed scientism in escap-
ing this responsibility and have reflected society in maximizing
and adopting its power policies. The solution to this problem would
seem to be in re-establishing its awn stock-in-trade -- educational
processes -- in an attempt to meet the responsibility. Is it too
much to expect that a constitution of the academic community would
commit its members to discovering how it can serve the general welfare?
To discovering what the general welfare is? These are value loaded
questions. They cannot be answered adequately and with credibility
by a University using power plays. But members of the academic com-
munity in cooperation with its off - campus constituencies With behavior
mainly directed from the ears up (cognitive) and energized from the
ears down (affective) should be able to make progreps on crucial pro-
blems Of man.
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